Shade Cover
MANUAL

SHADE COVER | SAFETY, CARE AND MAINTENANCE

IMPORTANT: For safety, never leave the shade cover attached to your
trampoline if strong winds are expected. Strong winds may lift up against
the shade cover, causing the trampoline to move.

The Vuly Shade Cover will not provide safety from harsh weather, nor will it extend the life of the trampoline. It is designed only to offer
shelter from sunlight and for recreational use (e.g. for nighttime camping).

WEATHER CARE

Remove your Shade Cover when not in use for extended periods, and avoid leaving it attached to your trampoline in heavy rain, gusty or
stormy conditions. This will preserve the life of the Shade Cover and postpone fading, sagging or tearing.

SAFETY NOTICE
Shade Cover may not offer full and complete protection from the sun while on your trampoline. When using your trampoline and Shade
Cover, Vuly recommends wearing appropriate clothing, headwear and sunscreen to adequately shield your skin from UV light.

PRE-ASSEMBLYA
If you have an Ultra trampoline, remove the foam sleeve only from the top of your Upper Net Pole before attaching your Shade Cover.
Ensure that you reattach the foam sleeve if you remove the Shade Cover.
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SHADE COVER | ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

STEP

1

Stand inside the trampoline with your Shade Cover, and find one of the Cover’s corners. Slip the corner over an upper net pole.
Repeat for each upper net pole around the trampoline.

Tip: If you can’t reach the top of the upper net pole, use an A-frame ladder from the outside of the trampoline.

STEP

2

Stand on a ladder, and secure a corner of the Cover by pulling it down
and feeding the toggle through the bottom hole in the corner of the Cover
and into the hole in the upper net pole.
Work your way around the trampoline, until the entire Cover is secure.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have finished attaching the Shade Cover to your Vuly trampoline.
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